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BizTalk 2010 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in BizTalk)Apress, 2010

	By the time you’re reading this in a bookstore, BizTalk will have celebrated its tenth birthday. Over the past decade, there have been seven releases of Microsoft’s enterprise integration server, and it has become the most broadly deployed integration middleware technology in the industry, with over 10,000 customers worldwide....
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Learn Office 2011 for Mac OS XApress, 2010

	Office for Mac remains the leading productivity suite for Mac, with Apple’s iWork and the free OpenOffice.org trailing far behind.  And now it's being updated with a cleaner interface and more compatibility with Exchange and SharePoint. 

	

	 Learn Office 2011 for Mac OS X offers a practical, hands-on...
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Pro ASP.NET SharePoint 2010 Solutions: Techniques for Building SharePoint Functionality into ASP.NET ApplicationsApress, 2010

	Code re-use is the Holy Grail of software development. Countless hours of refactoring, countless books, countless software development tools, components, IDEs, and platforms have been dedicated to pursue this elusive quality.


	Why is this? As software consumers, we are used to seeing very rapid advancements in technology. Every...
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Pro SharePoint 2010 Business Intelligence SolutionsApress, 2010

	Business Intelligence (BI) software is everywhere. It is the code and tools that allow you to view different components of a business using a single visual platform, making comprehending mountains of data easier. With SharePoint 2010, Microsoft has married one of the most-used team collaboration tools with its business intelligence products,...
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Beginning Blender: Open Source 3D Modeling, Animation, and Game DesignApress, 2010

	A new world of creative possibilities is opened by Blender, the most popular and powerful open source 3D and animation tool. Blender is not just free software; it is also an important professional tool used in animated shorts, television commercials, and shows, as well as in production for films like Spiderman 2. Lance...
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Foundations of Python Network Programming: The comprehensive guide to building network applications with PythonApress, 2010

	This second edition of Foundations of Python Network Programming targets Python 2.5 through Python 2.7, the most popular production versions of the language. Python has made great strides since Apress released the first edition of this book back in the days of Python 2.3. The advances required new chapters to be written from the ground up,...
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DOM Scripting: Web Design with JavaScript and the Document Object ModelApress, 2010

	This book deals with a programming language, but it isn’t intended for programmers. This is a book for web designers. Specifically, this book is intended for standards-aware designers who are comfortable using CSS and HTML. If that sounds like you, read on.


	This book is made up of equal parts code and concepts. Don’t be...
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Foundation Drupal 7Apress, 2010

	Drupal is a content management framework that powers web sites from simple online brochures to more advanced sites including social networking sites, blogs, e-commerce sites, business portals, and more. It is free, open source software that allows anyone to quickly and easily build web sites. Its full range of modules—including user...
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Pro WPF and Silverlight MVVM: Effective Application Development with Model-View-ViewModelApress, 2010

	WPF and Silverlight are unlike any other user interface (UI) technologies. They have been built to a new paradigm that—if harnessed correctly—can yield unprecedented power and performance. This book shows you how to control that power to produce clean, testable, maintainable code.

	

	It is now recognized that any...
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Pro Android Media: Developing Graphics, Music, Video, and Rich Media Apps for Smartphones and TabletsApress, 2010

	Mobile devices have evolved to focus on rich media production and consumption. Developers of mobile applications are able to create applications that allow people to play, capture, and share media in a variety of new ways on mobile devices. The popularity of Android has soared in part because the platform offers developers a...
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Pro Oracle SQL (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2010

	Pro Oracle SQL unlocks the power of SQL in the Oracle Database—one of the most potent SQL implementations on the market today. To master it requires a three-pronged approach: learn the language features, learn the supporting features that Oracle provides to help use the language effectively, and learn to think and work in...
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Illustrated C# 2010 (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2010

	This book presents the C# language in a uniquely succinct and visual format. Often in programming books, the information can be hidden in a vast sea of words. As a programmer who has over the years used a dozen programming languages, the author understands it can sometimes be difficult to slog through another 1,000-page book of...
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